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Relapsed B-acute lymphoblastic leukaemia (B-ALL) remains a difficult disease to treat and is associated 

with a poor prognosis. Antibody-based immunotherapy (blinatumomab), antibody-drug conjugates 

(inotuzumab ozogamicin, InO) and cellular immunotherapies (chimeric antigen receptor T cells, CAR-

T) have emerged as effective treatment options in patients with relapsed disease(1-3). Whilst genomic 

sequencing studies have uncovered mechanisms of intrinsic and acquired therapy resistance, a 

significant proportion of clinical resistance remains to be understood. Here, we describe a patient with 

relapsed B-ALL who acquired a novel CD22 mutation predicted to result in premature truncation of 

CD22 arising under selective pressure of InO, an anti-CD22 targeted therapy.

A 17-year-old man presented with anaemia (85g/L) and leukocytosis (68.4x109/L) after several weeks 

of abdominal fullness, lethargy, light headedness, night sweats, bruising and weight loss. Bone marrow 

biopsy demonstrated 97% blasts with an immunophenotype consistent with pre B-ALL. Chromosome 

analysis revealed a normal male karyotype. He was commenced on the FRALLE-93 protocol(4, 5) and 

had undetectable measurable residual disease (MRD) by flow cytometry at day 94 (sensitivity <10-4). 

The patient received consolidation and maintenance as per protocol without major complication.

One month after completion of maintenance he relapsed with a bone marrow aspirate demonstrating 

92% blasts with an immunophenotype and karyotype unchanged from diagnosis. He was treated with 

blinatumomab achieving a morphological remission with persistent MRD (0.15% of mononuclear 

cells). He was planned for allogeneic transplantation however after a single cycle of blinatumomab he 

had overt disease progression with a bone marrow aspirate demonstrating 51% blasts. 

He was commenced on InO, achieving undetectable MRD after one cycle (sensitivity <10-4), however 

after two cycles his disease progressed with 75% blasts in the bone marrow and an immunophenotype 

that was still consistent with pre B-ALL but was now notably negative for CD22. To understand 

potential mechanisms contributing to leukaemia progression following InO, we performed whole 

genome sequencing (WGS) and whole transcriptome RNA-sequencing (WTS) on this relapse sample 

collected 59 days after first administration of InO (R-InO) (see Supporting Information). Additional 

genomic findings in R-InO and from WGS-WTS performed at diagnosis and progression post CAR-T are 

summarized in the Supporting Information (Fig S1A-E, Table S1).

WGS identified a truncating mutation in exon 4 of CD22 (NM_001771.3:c.712_713insCT; 

p.(Val238Alafs*2)) (Fig 1A), the transmembrane glycoprotein target of InO, an anti-CD22 monoclonal 
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antibody conjugated to the DNA-binding cytotoxic calicheamicin that is rapidly internalized to deliver 

calicheamicin within the cytoplasmic compartment. This mutation was homozygous, occurring within 

a region of copy neutral loss of heterozygosity on chromosome 19q (Fig S1B) and was present in a high 

proportion of the cancer cell fraction given a variant allele frequency (VAF) of 51.1% in a sample with 

an estimated tumour purity of 56%. The site of the mutation in CD22 (valine 238) occurs between the 

second (d2) and third (d3) extracellular immunoglobulin(Ig)-like domains, inducing a frameshift in the 

CD22 mRNA sequence that is predicted to result in an aberrant reading frame introducing a premature 

stop codon after an additional two amino acids and prior to the downstream Ig-like domains (d3-d7), 

transmembrane domain and the cytoplasmic immunoreceptor tyrosine-based inhibitory motif (ITIM) 

which normally mediates CD22 activity through recruitment of inhibitory phosphatases that facilitate 

dephosphorylation of stimulatory co-receptors(6). The observation that 99.6% of leukemic blasts were 

now CD22 negative by flow cytometry (Fig 1B) is consistent with this truncating mutation leading to 

loss of surface CD22 expression on leukemic blasts. WTS performed on the R-InO sample 

demonstrated expression of the mutant allele suggesting at least partial avoidance of nonsense 

mediated decay (Fig S1D).

In order to investigate when the CD22 mutation emerged in this patient, we performed sensitive allele 

specific droplet digital PCR (ddPCR) for the CD22 Val238Alafs*2 mutation using the Bio-Rad Droplet 

Digital PCR system (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA) (Fig 1B). The CD22 Val238Alafs*2 mutation was detected 

at 49.0% VAF in R-InO, consistent with the allele fraction estimated by WGS, but was undetectable to 

an assay limit of detection of 0.01% in five prior bone marrow samples including three with high blast 

burden: diagnosis, first relapse post maintenance (where blasts were CD22 positive) and disease 

progression post blinatumomab. 

Given the patients previous exposure to chemotherapy without durable remission and documented 

CD19 expression on leukemic blasts, CD19-directed CAR-T therapy (tisagenlecleucel) was planned and 

he underwent autologous lymphocyte collection by apheresis. He received bridging chemotherapy 

with cyclophosphamide, doxorubicin, vincristine and prednisolone achieving transient disease control 

with MRD detectable in the marrow (0.21% of white blood cells), followed by overt progression with 

39.2% blasts. He underwent lymphodepletion and CAR-T infusion however had rapid disease 

progression at day 8 post-infusion and died of progressive disease 30 days post CAR-T infusion. Flow 

cytometry performed just prior to and after CAR-T therapy demonstrated re-establishment of normal 

CD22 expression on leukemic blasts. We performed ddPCR on these samples and demonstrated 

regression of the CD22 mutated clone (VAF 2.1% and 0.1% respectively) (Fig 1B). The correlation over 
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time of the CD22 mutant clone quantified by ddPCR with CD22 expression by flow cytometry is 

consistent with (i) the lack of CD22 expression being a direct result of the truncating CD22 mutation 

and (ii) the selective advantage of the CD22 mutant leukemic clone existing only in the presence of 

CD22-directed therapy.

The restricted expression on B cells along with the rapid internalization upon antigen binding has made 

CD22 an attractive target for the delivery of antibody conjugated toxins such as InO, and more 

recently, a target for CAR-T therapy(2, 7, 8). Decreased surface CD22 expression and receptor density 

have been reported as mechanisms of acquired resistance to InO(9-11) and CD22 CAR-T(7, 12) in some 

patients relapsing with B-lineage acute leukaemia (i.e. non-lineage switch). This is similar to CD19 

antigen modulation as a mechanism of escape from CD19-directed therapies such as blinatumomab 

and CD19 CAR-T, where mutation or isoform switching can contribute to CD19 antigen loss(13-15). 

Post-transcriptional (rather than genomic) mechanisms downregulating CD22 protein expression on 

leukemic blasts have been postulated as the cause of CD22-targeted therapy resistance, however 

these observations are based on investigations in only a small number of patients(7, 10). Our finding 

of a novel truncating CD22 mutation with concomitant loss of the receptor from the cell surface 

represents a new mechanism of leukemic cell escape not previously reported in patients treated with 

CD22-directed therapies and should be considered in patients who relapse with CD22 negative 

disease. Interestingly, in addition to the truncating CD22 mutation our patient had emergence of 

multiple other genomic resistance mechanisms to therapies received including mutations in NT5C2 

and ABCB1 (Supporting Information) consistent with the paradigm of the polyclonal nature of 

therapeutic resistance.  Our observation adds to the growing list of resistance mechanisms emerging 

in response to antigen-directed therapy in B-ALL, and highlights the need for an improved 

understanding of how optimal combinations and timing of both cytotoxic and antigen-directed 

therapy can be best implemented to circumvent leukemic cell escape.
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Figure 1. A novel loss-of-function CD22 mutation emergent after inotuzumab ozogamicin. (A) 

Schematic representation of CD22 exons 1-14 including coding (grey) and non-coding (white) regions. 

The locations of the extracellular immunoglobulin domains (Ig-like V-type d1 and C2-type d2-d7) and 

the intracellular tyrosine-based inhibitory motifs (ITIM motif 1-4) are shown (green). The 

Val238Alafs*2 truncating mutation detected in this patient is indicated by the arrowhead. (B) Variant 

allele frequency (VAF) of the Val238Alafs*2 mutation by droplet digital PCR (red), along with the 

proportion of bone marrow lymphoblasts by morphology (black). The proportion of CD22 positive 

(blue) and CD22 negative (red) lymphoblasts as a proportion of total lymphoblasts by flow cytometry 

are shown in the circles above; numbers within the circles enumerate the proportion of CD22 negative 

lymphoblasts.
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